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Abstract 

An integrated program of theory and coinputation has been developed to un-  
derstand the physics responsible for t tie favorable confinement trends exhibited 
by. for example. enhanced reve rb4  shear 1 ERS I plasmas i n  TFTR and DIII-D. 
This paper reports on: i 1 j the quantitative aszewnent ofE B shear suppression 
of turbulence by comparison of the linear gron-th rate calculated from the gy- 
rofiuid/comprehensive kinetic codes and the experimentall!- measured shearing 
rate in  TFTR ERS plasmas: ( 2 )  the first -elf-consistent nonlinear demonstra- 
tion of ion temperature gradient turbulence reduction due to CP, driven E x B 
shear by the global gyrokinetic simulation: ( 3 )  a revised neoclassical analysis 
and gyrokinetic particle simulation results i n  agreement w i t h  trends in ERS 
plasmas: (-I) Shafranov shift  induced stabilization of trapped electron mode in 
ERS plasmas calculated by the gyrofluid code: and ( 3 )  new nonlinear gyrokinetic 
equations for turbulence in core transport barriers. 

1. Introduction 

Recent significant experimental progress i n  enhancing plasma confinement[l, 
21 presents a new challenge to tokamak confinement theory. Further improve- 
ments of simulations and theory are needed to understand and more accurately 
describe the following plasma properties that are observed in TFTR ERS plas- 
mas[l] and DIII-D negative central shear (SCS) plasmas[2]: (i) The improved 
confinement is observed throughout the region of reversed shear. The ion ther- 
mal transport is reduced to a level below the conventional neoclassical theory 
prediction. (ii) The pressure gradient scale length in transport barrier regions 
becomes comparable to the ion poloidal gyroradius. Typically, the density gra- 
dient is the sharpest in TFTR ERS plasmas, while DIII-D KCS plasmas exhibit 
sharp gradients of the ion temperature and toroidal rotation velocity profiles. 
A common feature of both cases[3-5] is the sharp gradient of the radial electric 
field. (iii) Density fluctuations drop to an extremely low level throughout most 
of the reversed magnetic shear region after the transition to ERS[3] and SCS 
discharges[S]. SIotivated by these observations. the following theoretical issues 
are addressed using various computational and analytical met hods. 
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2. Nonlinear Gyrokinetic Equations for Core Transport Barriers 

\\.'e have derived nonlinear gyrokinetic equations which are readily usable for 
gyrokinetic particle simulation of turbulence in core transport barriers [SI. \C'ith- 
out modifying the basic low-frequency gyrokinetic ordering. G/Q - kll/lcl - t .  

and kip, - 1. we can describe plasmas with sharp gradients L ,  - L E  - PO;. by 
introducing an additional small ordering parameter. 6~ = & / B .  The conven- 
tional ordering for the fluctuation level. do/T, - E .  is not necessarily appro- 
priate for turbulence in a transport barrier. TFTR data  show that fluctuation 
levels are well below the simple mixing-length level. bn/no < A r / L ,  both before 
and after the transition to ERS[3]. Therefore. we take 6 f / F o  - ebo/T, - t b ~  << 
l / k l L  - 68. We also take u ~ / r ~ [  - 6s consistent with the data from major 
tokamaks. 

From the radial force-balance relation. E,IRBe = u,/R - ueB,/RBO + 
(c,ntRBe)-'(BP,/dr). one can easilv find tha t  the ratio between the first term 
and the third term on the right hand side is u , , L P j q t p ~ ,  - 1. This is indeed a 
desirable property. since the folloivinc nonlinear g>-rokinetic equations based on 
t h i s  ordering can be applied to both TFTK ERS plasmas. xhere the third term 
is the dominant contributor to E,[1:. artd DIII-D \-H-mode and SCS plasmas. 
where the first term is dominant;;. 5 ; .  .A universal feature of these enhanced 
confinement regimesi3-3: i s  the sharp zradient nf the effective toroidal E x B 
rotation frequency E..;RB,-. which is the key parameter for suppression of tur- 
bulence[8]. 

The nonlinear gyrokinetic equation ivhich has been derived \-ia the phase- 
space Lagrangian Lie perturbation theory can be n-ritten in terms of b f = F -  Fo. 

Here. superscript ( I )  denotes the perturbed parts due to the gyro-averaged per- 
turbed electrostatic potential (60). % and $ can be obtained from the fol- 
lowing Euler-Lagrange equation. 

where B' B + $'i x (UE + q b ) .  UE 3 v. and other notations are stan- 
dard. 

The analytical two point nonlinear t heory[9. 81 investigates the competition 
between the eddy deformation due to the E x B shearing effect and the turbu- 
lence induced eddy decay due to the dE x B nonlinearity. The ratio between 
the two terms describing these effects in Eq. ('1) is. 

8 b 
;E/LJT - Lr[-(uE.  ' i ) ] 6  f l y  x r ( 6 0 ) .  T6f - 6g/t. 

Therefore. t - 6~ is a maximal ordering which allows the study of E x B shear 
suppression of turbulence in a self-consistent way. 
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3. Global Nonlinear Gyrokinetic Simulation of ITG Turbulence 

Global three-ditnerisiorial nonliriear g!.rokinetic simulations i n  realistic toka- 
mak geometry are being used to study the E x B shear effects on ion tempera- 
ture gradient (1TG)-driven ion heat transport[lO]. Global simulation is useful in  
studying the important effects of profile variation on the structure of the trans- 
port barrier. 

Focusing on the case where the toroidal flow contribution to E,. is dominant. 
we have added the toroidal flow shear terms[ll] to the standard gyrokinetic 
equations[l2]. Simulation parameters are described in Ref. [lo]. We have found 
moderate E x B shear ?I$(&)[ 2 :$(%) 2 O.O1v.rl/L~ has  significant 
effect i n  reducing the radial mode width of the long wavelength ITG modes 
(- 50%) and the linear growth rate ( -  30%) to a less extent. However, the re- 
duction in  the calculated nonlinear heat transport is much weaker t h a n  espected 
from a naive niising length estimate -.;I,-: based on the linear eigenmode width. 
as s h o w  in  Fig. 1. 

This result can be understood from the d c i y  yliape dependence of the E x B 
-hearilia rate. ;E. I n  o,weral toroidal ePonirrr! -'-. . .  

Here. &(&) is function of the poloidal f l u s  i c * j  only in  most cases of interest. 
(RBe) ' /B  is the poloidal angle (8)  dependent form factor. and the first factor 
describes the eddy shape dependence Lvtiich involves k ,  and kg: the components 
of the k vector of fluctuation i n  the radial (e,) and nonradial perpendicular 
( b  x eL.) directions. Since toroidal ITG linear eigenmodes are radiallv elongated 
wi th  k, << ke. the shearing effect characrerized by LE can be significant even 
for a moderate value of flow shear. However. the fluctuation k-spectrum is o b  
served to be isotropized in the nonlinear regime. Therefore. the shearing effect 
is reduced in the nonlinearly satbiated state i n  comparison to the linear phase 
of the instability for the same amount of flou shear. 

Our most recent simulation includes the pressure gradient driven E x B 
shearing effect utilizing new nonlinear gyrokinetic equations[6]. Self-consistency 
wi th  respect to the radial force balance and profile variations is maintained. We 
have found that the ion thermal transport at nonlinear saturation is reduced by 
more than 25% for moderate --'E from the pressure gradient (with no plasma 
flow) - 0 . 3 ~ , - , = ~ .  compared to the case without E,. shear. 

The radial structure of the fluctuations h a s  important implications for trans- 
port barrier formation as well as the transport scalings. In developing an ana- 
lytic analysis of the global gyrokinetic results. a'number of extensions of existing 
theory have resulted[l3]. The high-n ballooning mode formalism can still be a p  
plied for moderate values of flow shear and the Weber-like solutions to the radial 
potential problem have a wider range of validity than  that expected from the 
previous theory. The analytic prediction for the spatial structure of the Weber- 
like modes is quite similar to that observed i n  simulations. 



4. Gyrofluid and Comprehensive Kinetic Studies 
of Microinstabilities in ERS Plasmas 

The microinstability properties of discharges with reversed magnetic shear 
in  the TFTR and DIILD esperiments w i t h  and without confinement transi- 
tions have been investigated. -1 comprehensive kinetic linear eigenmode calcu- 
lation implementing the ballooning representation[l-I] was emplo-ed with es- 
perimentally measured profile data. and using t he corresponding numerically 
computed l f H D  equilibria. The instability considered was the toroidal drift 
mode (trapped-electron-q; mode) where a variety of physical effects change with 
differing q-profiles. A number of negative magnetic shear discharges a t  different 
times in the discharge for TFTR and DIII-D \yere analyzed. The relative impor- 
tance of changes in different profiles on the linear growth rates was investigated. 
and the direct effects of changes Lvith time of the density and temperature pro- 
files were found to be more important than those of changes i n  the q-profile. 
The effects of sheared toroidal rot-ition can be substantially stabilizing. 

.4 gyrofluid code iv i th  tjoilnce avprazed trapped electron dynamics 11.3; h a s  
been bench-marked ivit ti the aforenient ioned coriipreheiisi\-e kinetic code i n  the 
linear regimclll. 16:. The Reversed Shear !RSi regimes begin iv i th  peaked den- 
sity profiles similar to supershots. but lv i th  reversed magneric shear in the core. 
RS regimes often suddenly transit ion to EKS rezinies characterized by estremely 
small particle and ion thermal tramport and fluctuation le\-els. lye find that the 
fluctuation character i n  the core of both RS/ERS regimes is mainly TElf-like. 
The ITG mode is lveaker due to the combination of density peaking (lower q,! 
and large T,;T&. In the core of RS regime discharges (before the transition to 
ERS). our simulations predict fluses in  rough agreement with power balance cal- 
culations from TR-ASSP. including the fact that the ion heat transport driven 
by the TE51 is convection dominated. 

In  the ERS regime. transport is further reduced by stabilization of TEN. 
Rased on the present calculation n-hich includes the pitch angle dependence of 
the toroidal precession drifts. the domiiidnt stabilizing effect is the reversal of the 
precession drifts of the barely trapped electrons. so that the resonances which 
drive the collisionless TEA1 are eliminated. Two effects are primarily responsible 
for this drift reversal: 1) the Shafranov shift  and 2) negative magnetic shear. 
The relative importance of these two effects is demonstrated in Fig. 2. which 
shows the normalized precession frequency and growth rates corresponding to 
supershot. RS and ERS values of s and a.  For typical TFTR ERS parame- 
ters. the Shafranov shift is actually more important [17] t h a n  negative central 
shear, since the core of these plasmas is ivell into the ballooning second stable 
regime. Across the transition from the RS regime to  the ERS regime, the long 
wavelength trapped electron modes are stabilized. although a shorter wavelength 
TEM remains unstable after the transition. Our nonlinear gyrofluid simulations 
find that the transport after the transition is reduced by a factor of 40. This 
is i n  rough agreement wi th  experiment. but underestimates the electron heat 
transport. 



5 .  Roles of E B Shear and Shafranov Shift in ERS Transition 

.Although E ,' B floir- shear l i d s  iiot been included in the gyrofluid calcula- 
tions yet. its effect is estimated by coniparinq the shearing rate ;E in Eq. (3)  
calculated from the experimentally measured profiles i-l]. to the maximum linear 
gron-th rate -; calculated from the gJ.rofluid code. \\-bile using the decorrelation 
rate 1 2 ~  of the nonlinearly saturated turbulence would be more appropriate 
according to two-point nonlinear t heoriesi9. $1. th i s  quantity is not usually mea- 
sured in either experiments or nonlinear simulations. I'se of the linear growth 
rate instead h a s  been shown to be an adequate approximation in the gyrofluid 
simulation of ITG turbulence[l~l. for example. Fig. 3 shows the time evolution 
of both and 7 for TFTR ERS plasmas. On the average. the measured ;E 
increases while ; decreases w i t h  time. .After the transition. ;E > 7 demon- 
strating that both th, E x B flow and the linearly stabilizing influence of the 
Shafranov shif t  are playing roles i n  the ERS transition. TFTR ERS data  show 
that fluctuations are small i n  the region n-here -*E exceeds -;[3j. Compared to 
rhe values calculated i n  the KS reo,inie. T t i o  inrrcase of --E is more visible than 
the chanse i n  - 11 1:. indicarina a mcire ~ I I I ~ V P ! ~ ~  role of E I B flon- shear. 

separating these tivo effects 1~ :I(Jt e.n.-y for  p i am& \r-ith balanced neutral 
beam injection. since higher TP, iiot orily iiicreases the Shafranov shift .  but is 
also a main contributor to E,. \loreoiw. t tie Stlafranov shift can further increase 
;E at the larqer major r a d i u ~  i d e  Ivtlere rhe ambient turbulence is stronger be- 
fore the transition. For a simple circiilar->tiape analytical model equilibrium. 
the 0-dependent form factor i n  Eq. i:3j call tie nritten as. 

i-l) 

\vhere 1' > 0 is the Shafranov 4 i f t  parameter. This in-out asymmetry of 
2~181 due to Shafranov shift has interesting implications on the scalings of the-  
oretically derived poiver threshold of ERS transition [19]. Furthermore, higher 
triangularity and elongation can also enhance -*E locally. and contribute to the 
confinement improvements. 

Based on the present calculations. a viable explanation for the bifurcation 
into the ERS regime could come from the following positive feedback mech- 
anism: Steeper pressure gradients lead to larger E x B flow shear[l9] and a 
larger Shafranov shift[l;]. Both effects suppress microturbulence and fluctua- 
tion induced transport. which i n  turn lead to even steeper pressure gradients. 
Reversed (or weak) magnetic shear is beneficial: (i) in  reducing the curvature 
drive of microinstabilitiess['l]: and ( i i )  in enhancing ;E in toroidal geometry and 
larger Shafranov shift through the small value of Be at core. 

The E x B flow shear driven bifurcation scenario as well as the global dy- 
namics of the radial structure of the transport' barrier have been estimated in 
Ref. [19]. This global analysis h a s  been complemented by our simultaneous work 
which h a s  focused on providing an accurate local calculation of th i s  mechanism. 
Specifically. we have demonstrated that the measured --E is of comparable rnag- 
nitude to calculated from the experimental profiles and exceeds it after the 
transition to ERS. \Ye note that the transport bifurcation caused by the pressure 
gradient driven E, shear at plasma the edge has been proposed as an L to H 

( R B ~ ) ' ; H  x ! I  - ir, / i o j r o . \ B j j l  - ~ ' c o . s t ) ! -  2 . 



transition mechanism in  Ref. L20]. 
The TFTR team has also recently studied the relaxation of core transport 

barriers i n  ERS plasmas by varyin.; E x B flow shear using SBI at constant 
power. but for different applied torques. Results indicate that the E x B flow 
shear plays a more fundamental role in  maintaining the enhanced confinement 
than Shafranov-shift-induced reduction of transport[4;. 

6. Neoclassical Transport in ERS Plasmas 

In the ERS regime. the ion poloidal gyroradius can in fact be larger than 
the local minor radius and comparable to the pressure gradient scale length. 
violating the assumption of standard neoclassical theory. Important properties 
which need to be taken into account in an appropriate theoretical model include: 
( a )  the ion banana width is nearly constant close to the magnetic axis and (b)  
counter-moving ions have a minimum trapped fraction and all co-moving ions 
are poloidally trapped. \Ye present a revised neoclassical analysis and gyroki- 
netic particle simulation results:22: which Gho\v agreement iv i th  key confinement 
trends observed i n  ERS plasmah . I n  I he ilcual iieoclasical picture. outn-ard 
ion heat conductivity results from enerqy f l u s  irnbalance benveen the inu-ard 
moving slow (lower energy) particles and t h e  out\vard moving fast (higher en- 
ersy) particles. \\.'hen the finite orbit tvidth is taken into account. the outward 
ion heat conductivity is significanrly reduc-ed because t h i s  modification is much 
stronger for the fast particles (i.e.. net energy outflow reduced). Therefore. the 
ion heat conductivity i l  decreases for snialler minor radii where orbit effects are 
strongest . 

In the limit of sn~all  banana lvidth. Ab << r ,  standard analysis Xields trapped 
fraction ft = a. and banana width A, = f i p q / c ' / 2 .  Sow consider the critical 
region. A5 ,., r .  For small values of r .  it is possible for the guiding center to pass 
through the magnetic axis at a local minor radius. Then. the banana width is 
equal to this local minor radius. i.e.. it becomes the maximum banana width 
of the system. Amlr = (1 + f i ) ( ~ ~ p ' R O / 2 ) ~ / ~ .  Secondly. near the magnetic 
axis. all co-moving particles ( CII > 0) are poloidally trapped because the guiding 
center drift velocitv is larger t h a n  the poloidal component of the parallel velocity. 
The counter-moving particle ( CIJ < 0) has  a minimum velocity space pitch angle 
at  the trapped-passing boundary with the minimum trapped fraction fmrn = 
( ' L q p / R ~ ) l / ~ .  It is clear that at minor radius A,,,. the orbit topology begins to 
deviate from the usual neoclassical picture. For r < Amar. the banana width 
and trapped fraction are roughly constant and independent of local t .  

The diffusion of trapped particles (banana transport) in  the banana regime 
can be estimated using the standard random walk approximation, i.e., Q = 
aJF f t $ - - & ~ 4 ~ c 2 d 2 :  2 a  mu2 , where f is the ion guiding center distribution function. 
A is the random walk step size and T ~ ~ J  = f:/v is the effective collision time with 
v being the ion collision frequency. and Q. is a constant which normalizes Q to 
the standard neoclassical banana transport value calculated in the limit of small 
banana ividth. Since the temperature gradient scale length ( L T )  i n  ERS plasmas 
is much larger than the actual ion orbit width. a local Slaxwellian distribution 



can be assumed. The velocity space integral can be separated into two parts. 
Low energy particles have the conventional step size and trapped fraction. while 
high energy particles have constant step size. A = qp/~/'O,,,/Ro. and trapped 
fraction. ff = JAmlr /R0.  Then the ion conductive thermal transport yields 
the finite-orbit-modified neoclassical ion heat conductivity. 

where \reo = 0 . 6 6 ~ - ~ / ~ q ~ p ? / r ,  is the standard neoclassical ion heat conduc- 
tivity[23]. xo z ( t - / ro)3.  ro A m , r ( V  = rfh) = (1 + &)(q2p;Ro /2 ) ' /3 .  and 
pi = r t h / Q .  rth = Jm. In  terms of typical TFTR ERS plasma param- 
eters. ro 20cm. This result was obtained with a Lorentz collision model 
of the form. C = v(z')L. ivhere L is the pitch angle scattering operator. and 
~ ( t ' )  = 3 6 / ( 4 ~ , ) ( z ' ~ ) , / r ) ~ .  It is also of interest to note here that negative mag- 
netic shear h a s  a favorable effect on the orbit topology. Specifically. if q - r - n .  
then A,,, - E ~ / ( ~ ~ + ~ ) .  The contribution from the high energy particles to 
the integral decrenses when the dependence of the masimum banana tvidth on 
energy is n-raker. Therefore. r h c ,  itezative xaenetic -hear helps to reduce the 
neoclaGcal ion lieat conductivity i i ~  the core rccion. 

vs. representative TFTR ERS results are 
sho1i.n i n  Fig. -1. In contrast to the usual neoclassical values ivhich strongly 
increase ivi th  decreasin5 niinor radiu5. t h e  finite orbit ividth analytic results 
from Eq. (.j) indicate a decreasing trend. Tltis is in  reasonable agreement w i t h  
the TFTR ERS results. Xote also that the esperimental trend begins to track 
the Pfirsch-Schluter level when \:" properly becomes negligibly small at smaller 
plasma radii. 

In  order to validate the results froqi the random walk analysis. fully toroidal 
particle simulations using the gyrokinetic neoclassical code (GSC) [24] have 
been carried out. \Ye use a noise-reduction 6'f scheme. The nonlinear gyroki- 
netic delta-f formalism allows a rigorous treatment of both finite ion orbit width 
dynamics and a Fokker-Planck collision operator conserving momentum and en- 
ergy. In the simulations. the guiding center distribution functiori is calculated 
by integrating the exact marker particle trajectories. The energy flux is cal- 
culated by the standard procedure of multiplying each particle energy by its 
radial drift velocity. The simulation results support the trends from the random 
walk analysis and indicate that the ion heat conductivity decreases to roughly 
the Pfirsch-Schluter level in  the ERS core regime. \loreover, if the key full  
ion orbit width dynamics are suppressed. the simulations recover the standard 
neoclassical results. 

Comparisons o f  the theoreticai 
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